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Introduction
by Alain de Botton

Judging from the success of interior
design magazines and property
shows, you might think that the UK
was now as comfortable with good
contemporary architecture as it is
with non-native food or new music.
But when it comes to buildings in
many ways Britain remains a country
deeply in love with the old and
apprehensive of the new. Country
hotels compete among themselves
to tell us how ancient they are; holiday
cottages vaunt that they were already
in existence when Jane Austen was a
girl. The draughty sash window shows
no signs of retiring. Inheriting furniture
and not bothering with plumbing
continue to function as mysterious
symbols of status.
Living Architecture is an organisation
that puts up houses around the UK
designed by some of the world’s top
architects and makes these available
to the public to rent for holidays
throughout the year. Our dream
was to allow people to experience
what it is like to live and sleep in a
space designed by an outstanding
architectural practice.

The salvation of British housing
lies in raising standards of taste.
If one considers how rapidly and
overwhelmingly this has been
achieved in cooking, there is much to
be optimistic about. Consumers have
learnt to ask probing questions about
salt or fat levels which it wouldn’t have
occurred to a previous generation to
raise. With the right guidance, a similar
sensitivity could rapidly be fashioned
to the worst features of domestic
buildings. Our hope is that a holiday
in a Living Architecture house will,
in a modest but determined way, help
to change the debate about what sort
of houses we want to live in.

Secular Retreat

«It has become rare to be
able to sit in a house and
look out at a beautiful
landscape where no trace
of another building
interrupts the lines of the
rolling hills. Quietness,
contemplation, pure luxury.
I could not resist to try to
create this house.»
Peter Zumthor

The design

The situation

Set within the trees of its hilltop
setting, the mass and scale of this
house is characteristic of timeless
ecclesiastical architecture. An
expansive cantilevered concrete roof
and a perimeter of full height glazing
enclose the large central living space.
Two further buildings include the five
bedrooms and bathrooms, each with
glorious views of the gardens and
surrounding Devon landscape.

In South Devon, between the resorts
of Salcombe and Hallsands lies a
landscape of rolling hills, wooded river
valleys, patchwork fields and small
villages of old stone houses. It is here
that Living Architecture invited Peter
Zumthor to create Secular Retreat.
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The experience

«The Swiss architect
Peter Zumthor has built
‹a gliding swan› of a
house in Devon that
strikes a perfect balance
between inside and
out, whichever way you
look.» — Rowan Moore

«It is simply a miraculous
piece of architecture,
working on you through
multiple scales and
registers, its tendency to
grandeur modulated by
intimacy and invention.»
—Rowan Moore

«There is a beautiful
togetherness between
architecture and landscape.
Sometimes landscape
needs a human addition
to become really beautiful.
I could see we had the
potential to do something
here that belongs to the
landscape in the Heidegger
sense.» — Peter Zumthor

Balancing Barn

«Extraordinary
architecture that is still
warm and beautiful.»
«This house is so well
thought out and so playful,
as well as an amazing feat
of engineering.»

The design

The situation

«It’s adventurous, but also quite
practical. It deals with the fact that
the site is on two levels, and that
the pond and trees are where your
attention is drawn to. One of the briefs
was that this is a house for nature
and in nature.» — Alain de Botton

«Nothing prepared us for the sheer
beauty of the building and its
surroundings.»
«It was thrilling to watch barn owl
hunting each evening from the
living room.»

«This is a complete knockout of a
house – everyone was bowled over
by the feeling of sailing through
the air as well as by the architecture,
layout, furnishing and equipment.
What a great place to spend some
time together.»
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The experience
«Our highlights; views from
the bath, the morning light
turning the bathrooms into light
boxes, the sight line out of every
room and down the corridor lined
up with a window and a view,
living room managed to feel
cosy despite the size and
glass floor and walls.»

«At Balancing Barn,
we lived in the moment
completely, enjoying every
aspect of the ‹modernity›.
And it SMELT so good, too –
the scent of warm wood!»

«We particularly loved
sitting round the huge table
eating and chatting, then
reading and relaxing in the
sitting room. We found ourselves
staring at the details of the rooms
or out of the vast window that
frames the world outside like
a painting. Leaving behind all
the clutter of our everyday lives,
it enabled all of us – from the
youngest to the oldest, to feel
completely relaxed.»

A House for Essex

«A design masterpiece.»
«The house is mind-blowing,
considered to the point
of obsession and
truly inspiring.»

The design

The situation

«The architecture was brilliant and
the art and design was fabulous.
Consequently, our stay was magical.»

«We really appreciated Julie and her
life – it may have been a mausoleum
but it was a living one and was also
beautifully placed in the landscape.»

«What was most impressive was the
fact that Living Architecture have not
rested on their laurels … The artwork
was, of course, wonderful but so too
was the house. Everything has been
done to the highest specification,
right down to the basics such as
cutlery. I had such high expectations
and the house met them all.»

«Don’t think words can express
how much we loved staying at
A House for Essex. Fell in love with
the house and its locality, found it
very hard to come away on the day
of our departure and we have missed
the house every day since!»
«Outstanding. The all-round concept
of blending art and architecture was
amazing. The standard of building,
fittings and uniqueness were
gobsmacking. The story of the house
is incredible; from the amount of
imagination through to concept
and production. Wow!»
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The experience

«We loved it. I just feel so
lucky to have been able to
stay there and enjoy the whole
concept – the wit, the warmth,
the colour. It’s an energising
and stimulating, very
special place.»

«Staying at Julie’s house was
an experience of a lifetime.
We feel deeply grateful for
the opportunity to experience
‹living in art› – it was truly amazing.
We each left feeling deeply
attached to Julie and her story –
the book explaining her story and
the tapestries made an amazing
difference to the connection
and experience, thank you.»

«The experience
was amazing, to
spend that much time
contemplating a work
of art was quite special.
We would watch a
movie, talk about Julie,
eat dinner, talk about
Julie, have some wine,
talk about Julie.»

«This was a once
in a lifetime break,
a joy to be within
an artwork.»

Life House

«The house fosters calm
and is uplifting.»
«It is a wonderful house –
way beyond expectations.»

The design

The situation

«The level of perfection – whether
it be the aspect of the house, kitchen
utensils, the appliances or all the basic
amenities provided – is exemplary.»

«A marvel of meditative isolation.»

«This is a place that truly fulfils what
a dwelling should be: it’s free from
the distractions of modern life yet is
contemporary at the same time.»
« … a piece of domestic architecture,
no less than a mosque or chapel, can
assist us in the commemoration of our
genuine selves.» — Alain de Botton

« … the intimacy of the folds and
clefts of the site and the broad drama
of the outlook, as well as the sight
lines back to the house from various
vantage points within the valley and
from the hills … I wanted to make a
house that was deeply comfortable to be
in – emotionally as well as physically –
but without isolating or insulating its
inhabitants from everything that is
special about being in so elemental
a place.» — John Pawson
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The experience

«A wonderful building,
thoughtfully stocked and
impeccably presented.
The books, music, games etc
really helped contribute to
a magical family holiday.»

«All men’s miseries
derive from not
being able to sit in a
quiet room alone.»
— Blaise Pascal

«The house is
beautiful. We
cannot praise
it enough.»

«We really enjoyed our
stay and appreciated how
every detail of the house
had been well considered.
I loved padding around barefoot
on the terrazzo floor, the smell of
the douglas fir, the manipulation
of light and the views of the
beautiful location. So much
space was glorious.»

A Room for London

«The most wonderful,
magical, inspiring space.
We absolutely loved it.»
«An amazing, ethereal
experience. Having lived
in London for nine years,
this was probably my
favourite day in the city.»

The design

The situation

«The design, detailing, construction
and attention to detail, along with the
character of the Room are incredible.»

«This was absolutely sensational –
brilliant idea brilliantly executed – the
best 24 hour holiday imaginable – with
the sensation of being in an isolated
cottage in the country while slap bang
in the middle of the city … or a space or
time traveller hovering unseen over the
city, observing all in complete privacy.”

«Everything about the layout, decor
and accessories had been done with
such thought and attention to detail.
It was inspired and inspiring.»
«The most wonderful, magical, inspiring
space. We absolutely loved it.»
«We loved the ladders, the binoculars,
the library, the sofa, the windows …
A truly memorable stay in the city
we live in.»

«First impressions of the Room
for London far exceeded our
expectations – and continued to
impress. The view was magnificent,
no amount of pictures posted prepared
you for the extent; from London Eye
to the Shard – taking in the Houses
of Parliament, Big Ben and St Pauls.»
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The experience

«It was just the most
wonderful, magical,
inspiring space and we
absolutely loved it.»

«Loved the design,
loved the functionality
of it all. Very quiet,
felt very ‹in London›
but completely
separate from it too.»

«This was an amazing
experience and we felt really
privileged to spend a night
aboard the Roi des Belges.
The attention to detail was
fantastic and we loved being
perched above London
and the river.»
«We had such a lovely time
in what is the most beautiful
and unique space. Everything
about the layout, decor and
accessories had been done
with such thought and
attention to detail. It was
inspired and inspiring.»

Shingle House

«This is architecture at its
best, marvellously interacting
with its landscape and
a joy to stay in.»
«It is a very memorable
experience to be able
to exist, even for a few days,
in that kind of designed
space, within that
amazing landscape.»

The design

The situation

«Spectacular. I always dream of
designing something so beautiful
and so simple.»

«I like the fact that it’s a building
in time as well as in a place.
It’s a building that sits at that point
where it represents the past and the
future in Dungeness.» — Alan Pert,
NORD Architects.

«We were really bowled over by
how wonderful the house was.
The design is stunning and so
comfortable. Even with eight people
we never felt on top of each other and
felt that the design of the space was
exceptionally clever in that way.»
«The house was a perfect sanctuary
in every way. The warmth and
ambiance in the house is a particular
feature, also the picture windows.»

«This was a special place; both
Shingle House and the extraordinary
Dungeness. It was easy to forget this
was England. The house was a joy to
inhabit and brought out the best in
our company. Many memorable baths
were had. The interiors looked fantastic
in low winter sun but the house never
felt better than at night when wind
and rain belted inland straight off
the Channel.»
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«The concept behind the experience
provided by Living Architecture did
not prepare us for the reaction to the
reality. Each member of my extended
family confessed to the uniqueness
of the feeling as we entered the
house, the sensitive use of materials
and colours and on sharing the living
spaces each with its own stunning
glimpses and views of the ever
changing environment. It was the
best example of how a home and
location could knit together and
create a magical atmosphere.»

The experience

«The house was
beautiful and we
did behave and live
differently in it. The
light was stunning,
within and without.»

«The design of the house
for family gatherings was
truly wonderful – excellent
eating area and kitchen
for communal activities. We
felt at home immediately.»

«Overall we all thought it
was excellent – the coolest,
most carefully-planned
place that we have ever
stayed. All the attention to
detail by NORD paid off!»

Long House

«A stunning design
and fascinating to
live in for a weekend.»
«It is my idea of heaven in
terms of light and space.»

The design

The situation

«We absolutely loved the
architecture, the decor, the
furniture and the position.»

«We had a brilliant weekend and
really loved the house and how it
made you reconnect with nature –
watching the birds, horses and
sheep – sunrise and sunset.»

«In the popular imagination,
lightness, minimalism, steel and glass
represent ‹modern›, even ‹futuristic›
while materials such as flint and timber
denote ‹historic› and ‹traditional›.
But in a joint career spanning more
than half a decade, the Hopkinses
have done possibly more than any
other architects to complicate those
associations.» — Steve Rose

«A very impressive property,
in a lovely part of the country.»
«It is quite something to have that
much glass and yet feel warm and
at home over a bitter February
weekend in Norfolk’s great plains.»

«A beautifully conceived and
detailed house.»
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The experience

«More so than either the
Hopkinses’ or Living
Architecture’s other
projects, Long House is an
autobiographical work. It has
been shaped by its architects’
professional experience but also
their domestic lives, and the
spaces they have created to live
in themselves.» — Steve Rose

«It’s an excellent
‹grand design› and
we love staying at
Long House.»

«We absolutely
love Long House.
It was our third visit,
and still enjoy the
wonderful Hopkins
architecture and
beautiful location
as much as ever.
The house is very well
maintained, comfortable
and peaceful.»

«Even though there were
ten people in the house
for much of the time,
it always felt calm.»

Dune House

«An exceptional house.
The complex form has been
crafted into a series of
rooms that are beautifully
and perfectly formed.»
«You have achieved your
objective of making a great
piece of architecture.»

The design

The situation

«This is the Living Architecture
house you could learn the most
lessons from. Dune House is actually
a model for what you could do on
a reasonable budget on a reasonable
plot size.» — Alain de Botton

«Such a clever response to the site
and the environment. It was better in
fact than in the photographs – at night
it was magical. Our group ranged from
age 13 to 76 and we all felt the magic
of the concept.»

«It is an extremely beautiful house
and a delight to stay in. The placement
of the windows and mirrors
upstairs and the resultant sightlines
were extraordinary.»

«We have been coming to Thorpeness
for many years and this is just what the
coastline needs. Stunning work by the
architects and superb interior.»

«Quite often we claim that the straight
line is not necessarily the quickest way
to achieve good architecture. Usually,
it comes from the relationship between
spatial conditions and light conditions.
And also the dynamics in experiencing
space.» — Hakon Vigsnæs,
Jarmund / Vigsnæs Architects.

«The location is spectacular; the light
and the outlook are fantastic.»
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The experience

«Such an amazing
effort has been made
to provide a property
like this for rent so
that people can
experience good
modern architecture.»

«A wonderful
weekend in a
beautiful house in
a stunning location,
nothing less
than perfect.»

«We really enjoyed
the space, so much so
that we spent more time
indoors than we usually do.
Standing on the polished
concrete floor was like
being on a beach with the
tide out and the views were
so perfect that I think we
have an excuse. Every day
we appreciated more
about the house.»
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